


VAE Raleigh was founded in 1980 by and for artists in order to be an 
inclusive and accessible space that uses art to bring the community together. 
The organization has spent the past 39 years using its resources to create 
greater access to the cultural arts through exhibitions, educational programming, 
and by providing funding directly to artists.

Contemporary South is one of VAE’s longest running and most popular 
recurring projects. This annual exhibition and suite of programming surveys the 
contemporary art communities in the 11 states that comprise the regional south. 
Each year the exhibition showcases contemporary works by a diverse group of 
artists in order to track trends in technical skill, materials, and artistic conceptual 
thinking. VAE brings this cross section of southern art to Raleigh as our 
contribution to the city’s goal of being “The Arts Capital of the South.” The COSO19 call for art had the largest response of any call for art in 

VAE’s 39-year history. As the organization’s profile as an equitable, 
high-quality, and conscientious space for contemporary art continues to rise, 
Contemporary South only increases in importance as a project for bringing out 
entire arts community together to discuss our challenges, celebrate our 
successes, and make new connections for a stronger future. 

COSO19 was juried by Rachel Reese, Curator of Modern and Contemporary 
Art at Telfair Museums in Savannah. Reese held prior positions at Atlanta 
Contemporary in Atlanta; Fleisher/Ollman Gallery in Philadelphia; and Deitch 
Projects, Petzel Gallery and Andrew Kreps Gallery in New York. Reese is also 
the former editor of BURNAWAY magazine in Atlanta.

COSO19 features online and in-person educational and networking 
opportunities that encourage artists to become more connected with their 
community and collaborate with their peers. Programming includes:

> a massive networking event that will bring artists together with arts 
administrators, funders, and gatekeepers in our contemporary art world in 
combination with a keynote address by Rachel Reese, focused on 
contemporary curatorial practices and trends she sees in the creative south.

> a private reception for exhibiting artists, VAE members, and project partners 
with Valerie Hillings, the newly named director of the North Carolina Museum of 
Art. This is an opportunity for artists to hear about Valerie’s vision for our states 
premier arts institute.

> an online survey designed to gather widespread data about the challenges, 
successes, and opportunities experienced by artists in the regional South, an 
area of the country that is often overlooked by our national arts institutions.
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detail of The Lineup by Amy Anderson, exhibited in COSO16



PRESENTING SPONSOR $5,000

$1000

$500

> logo recognition on all promotional materials
> six tickets to all programming
> verbal recognition at all programming
> name/logo listed on the gallery wall as sponsor
> recognition in the project program
> recognition on VAE's website and social media

> logo recognition on all promotional materials
> four tickets to all programming
> verbal recognition at all programming
> name/logo listed on the gallery wall as sponsor
> recognition on VAE's website and social media

> logo recognition on all promotional materials
> opportunity to make remarks from the podium at the keynote address
> unlimited tickets to all programming
> opportunity to use VAE for a private event during the run of the exhibition
> two $250 grants given in your name to artists residing in the regional south
> verbal recognition at all programming
> name/logo listed on the gallery wall as sponsor
> half-page ad in the project program
> recognition on VAE's website, social media, and in all press coverage

SPONSORSHIP

> logo recognition on all promotional materials
> eight tickets to all programming
> opportunity to use VAE for a private event during the run of the exhibition
> one $250 grant given in your name to artists residing in the regional south
> verbal recognition at all programming
> name/logo listed on the gallery wall as sponsor
> quarter-page ad in the project program
> recognition on VAE's website, social media, and in all press coverage

$2,500

Excited to align your brand with an innovative project to support your local art 
community? Great! We are grateful to have your support! Contact Brandon 
Cordrey (919.256.6856 / brandon@visualartexchange.org) to continue the 
conversation and pay your pledge. VAE Raleigh is a verified 501(c)(3) nonprofit. 
Sponsorship funds are tax deductible to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

PAY YOUR PLEDGE
COSO16

Experimenting with Couples, porcelain ice cream cones by Ron Geibel, exhibited in COSO18


